Oligomerization plays an important role in the function of many proteins. Thus, understanding, predicting, and, ultimately, engi-neering oligomerization presents a long-standing interest. From the perspective of structural biology, protein-protein interactions have mainly been analyzed in terms of the biophysical nature and evolution of protein interfaces. Here, our aim is to quantify the importance of the larger structural context of protein interfaces in protein interaction evolution. Specifically, we ask to what extent intersubunit geometry affects oligomerization state. We define a set of structural parameters describing the overall geometry and relative positions of interfaces of homomeric complexes with different oligomeric states. This allows us to quantify the contribution of direct sequence changes in interfaces versus indirect changes outside the interface that affect intersubunit geometry. We find that such indirect, or allosteric mutations affecting intersubunit geometry via indirect mechanisms are as important as interface sequence changes for evolution of oligomeric states.
Oligomerization plays an important role in the function of many proteins. Thus, understanding, predicting, and, ultimately, engineering oligomerization presents a long-standing interest. From the perspective of structural biology, protein-protein interactions have mainly been analyzed in terms of the biophysical nature and evolution of protein interfaces. Here, our aim is to quantify the importance of the larger structural context of protein interfaces in protein interaction evolution. Specifically, we ask to what extent intersubunit geometry affects oligomerization state. We define a set of structural parameters describing the overall geometry and relative positions of interfaces of homomeric complexes with different oligomeric states. This allows us to quantify the contribution of direct sequence changes in interfaces versus indirect changes outside the interface that affect intersubunit geometry. We find that such indirect, or allosteric mutations affecting intersubunit geometry via indirect mechanisms are as important as interface sequence changes for evolution of oligomeric states.
protein complex evolution | homomeric complexes | protein geometry D uring the course of evolution proteins are constrained by their stability, biochemical activity, and regulation. A specific level of evolutionary constraint is added by interactions with other proteins as a greater proportion of protein structure is involved in its function (1) . The basic principles of protein recognition and interface formation have been understood for many years (2) , and it has been clear for a long time that considerable differences exist between two functionally distinguishable groups-obligate and transient interfaces (3) (4) (5) . The evolution of protein interfaces has been related to these two groups as well as other biophysical principles. For instance, Mintseris and Weng have, by appropriately grouping types of protein complexes, shown that protein interfaces are slightly more conserved than the surface but much less than the protein core (6) . This makes sense in the light of the prediction where, on average, just two substitutions are sufficient to convert a patch on a protein surface into a protein interface (7) . This in turn supports work on so-called hot spot (8) (9) (10) and anchor residues (11) or conserved residue clusters (12) in protein interfaces. The shared idea in all of these publications, that there are a few key interface residues, is in agreement with the nature of protein interface packing. Residues on the interface rim, which have more conformational freedom, can accommodate sequence changes more easily than ones in the interface core. More recently, there have been contributions to the field showing how interfaces can evolve through insertions of multiple residues forming so-called enabling loops (13, 14) .
Interactions put additional constraints on protein sequences (15) ; however, in complexes where a subunit has multiple distinct surface regions that form interfaces (16), we would not expect the increase in evolutionary constraint to be simply the sum of constraints on the individual interfaces. In addition, there may also be a constraint on their relative geometric position. Here we aim to address this gap, which exists between the two different approaches to the connection of protein interaction and sequence divergence-one focusing on protein interfaces and the other on the overall protein conservation.
From the perspective of protein complex geometry, it has been shown that on the one hand, proteins with very different structures can associate in a similar manner (17, 18) . On the other hand, close homologues can have completely different binding modes (19) . In this work, we use detailed geometric comparisons of close homologues with conserved binding modes to assess geometric versus straightforward interface sequence constraints on complexes with multiple interfaces. We build on protein structure geometric comparison principles, used for large-scale studies of protein complexes (20) and interdomain geometry (21) , and develop a detailed set of geometric parameters necessary for detecting changes in intersubunit geometry of close homologues.
Homomeric Complexes
To compare geometric and direct interface sequence constraints on complexes with multiple interfaces, we use a system of homomeric tetramers and hexamers with dihedral symmetry, which, though simple, still exhibits the key feature of having two structurally distinct interfaces. Dihedral tetramers contain two distinct dimerization interfaces: one face-to-face and one back-to-back ( Fig. 1) , while hexamers contain one cyclic, face-to-back trimerization interface and one face-to-face dimerization interface. These two types of interfaces need to coexist and coevolve if they are to maintain the geometry and oligomeric state.
Homomeric complexes represent a significant proportion of protein complexes in the cell, as shown by analyses of known protein complex structures (22) and systematic analyses of complexes in M. pneumoniae (23) . There is a large amount of structural data available for families of homomers, with ranges of sequence identities and structural conservations, which makes them good evolutionary case studies. Eleven families examined in this work, contain both dimeric and dihedral tetrameric or hexameric homologues in which the dimeric binding mode is conserved. This means the tetramers and hexamers are dimers and trimers of homologous dimers, respectively. Individual subunits of these homologues have very similar structures, as their overall sequence identities are higher than 30%. The interface conserved in both dimeric and higher oligomer homologues is referred to as the dimeric interface and is usually larger and assembles first in solution (24) .
Geometric Coupling of Protein Interfaces and Evolution of Oligomeric State
Depending on functional and stability constraints, a complex experiences different selective pressure on its oligomeric state and/ Author contributions: T.P., C.C., and S.A.T. designed research; T.P. and C.C. performed research; T.P. and C.C. analyzed data; and T.P. and S.A.T. wrote the paper. or geometry. Complex geometry is here defined as relative positions of subunits within a complex, and to address it we developed a set of parameters for comparisons of available crystal structures. Because all of the families contain dimers, which are structurally and evolutionary analogous to a dimeric half (or third) of their higher order oligomer homologues, comparisons of complex geometries are done as comparisons of their dimers (Fig. 2) . In short, geometry of a complex is defined as the relative position of two centers of mass of structurally conserved evolutionary cores of two subunits. Here the structural evolutionary core is defined as a set of residue backbone atoms, which superimpose with an rmsd of 0.5 Å or better. The global difference in geometry between two (sub)complexes is given by the vector of translation (sTrans in Å) and angle of rotation (sRot in°) needed to fit the second subunit (B' to B in Fig. 2 ), after first structurally superimposing the first one (A' to A in Fig. 2) . Similarly, we can superimpose individual regions of the protein to show the extent of local structural differences. For the interface regions, we calculate the dimeric interface translation vector (dTrans) and rotation angle (dRot), and tetrameric/hexameric interface translation and rotation (tTrans and tRot).
When multiple interfaces coexist in a structure and the binding mode stays conserved, as is the case for pairs of homologues with our eleven families, interfaces need to be conserved in favorable relative positions in order to maintain the oligomeric state of the complex. A priori, we define four different models of interdependence of oligomeric state and complex geometry ( Fig. 1): I. Selection on function and/or stability constrains the protein complex to maintain both its specific geometry and oligomeric state. II. Mutations influence the orientation of subunits and thus relative positions of the two interfaces. Protein plasticity accommodates these changes, and enables the protein to form both of the interfaces and conserve oligomeric state. III. Geometric model-Mutations influence the subunit geometry and are accompanied by a switch in the oligomeric state of the complex. IV. Direct model-Oligomeric state changes without any significant changes in subunit orientation, through mutations, which disable the formation of the interface.
We chose whole subunit rotation (sRot) as the parameter best describing change in intersubunit geometry. Based on sRot, as well as sequence conservation of interfaces, we aimed to assign to each family a model, which best describes the evolutionary pathway of its oligomeric state change. We assigned the geometric model (III) to four families and the direct model (IV) to three families. For the remaining four families, we consider the evolution of oligomeric state to be a combination of interface residue mutation and change in subunit geometry.
Our dataset exhibits large differences in plasticity across families. Thus we also aim to elucidate the mechanisms by which intersubunit geometry change is easily accommodated in one family, while in others it results in a change in oligomeric state.
Results
Principles of Protein Interface Evolution. We analyzed 10 SCOP (25) protein families, which, according to the 3DComplex database (22) , have at least one dimer and one homologous tetramer or hexamer with the same dimeric binding mode and sequence identity higher than 40%. Phosphoribosyltransferase family has two dimeric interface binding mode subfamilies, making our final set of 11 (sub)families. We could thus define a dimeric interface as the one present throughout all members of the (sub)family and consequently define the geometry of the complex as the orientation of subunits around it. The question, we asked then, was whether and how changes in the geometry influence oligomeric state through long-range effects.
A pair of homologues with conserved binding modes has residues common to the interfaces of both structures. We define the percentage of this overlap as the ratio of overlapping residues and all of the interface residues (see SI Appendix, Fig. S1A and Table S2 ). The percent sequence conservation of interface residues is variable and ranges from 22% to 95%, but the binding mode is conserved, because the sequence overlap between pairs of homologues is high-from 59% to 100% (see SI Appendix, Fig. S2A ). 2 . Parameters for comparison of complex geometry. Each pair of structures was superimposed in two ways, first by superimposing common dimeric interface regions and then by superimposing the evolutionary core centers of mass of subunit A' to A. After superimposing the common dimeric residues, the dimeric interface rotation angle and translation vector (dRot and dTrans) were defined by superimposing the same residues of B' and B subunits. After superimposing subunit evolutionary core center of mass, two types of translations were carried out: on the B subunit center of mass (to obtain sRot and sTrans) and on the A subunit tetrameric/hexameric interface residues (to obtain tRot and tTrans). dRot and dTrans show the levels of local structural differences in the common interface region. sRot and sTrans represent a global difference in complex geometry. tRot and tTrans show the extent of local differences between structural positions of tetrameric/hexameric interface residues relative to the subunit evolutionary core.
For each family there is a shared set of interface residues at equivalent sites, which constitute around half of the family's pool of interface residues. These represent a large proportion (60-79% of residues and 70-89% of buried surface area) of any single interface (see SI Apendix, Fig. S2D ). This shows how homologous interfaces are made of a core set of structurally equivalent residues, which show different levels of conservation depending on the family (see SI Appendix, Fig. S2C ). In addition, there is a small number of variable, often unique residues, which contribute to the remaining 10-30% of the buried surface. Variable residues from our dataset bury on average less surface than common residues, which implies that the variable residues form the interface rim, while the common residues form the interface core (26) . In summary, the interfaces of close homologues are at roughly equivalent positions in the three-dimensional protein structures and occupy similar patches on the surfaces, confirming the familiar concepts of conserved residue clusters (12) or hot spot residues (8) (9) (10) .
This might lead one to expect complexes either to have highly conserved geometry of the subunits or entirely different binding modes with unrelated interfaces. However, interfaces often comprise multiple secondary structure elements and the relative positions of separate secondary structure elements can differ between homologues. In this way, a conserved set of core interface residues can form interfaces with different geometries (see SI Appendix, Fig. S3 , showing the details of dimeric interface plasticity in chemokines and triosephosphate isomerase). Also, interestingly, a recent de novo engineered interface illustrates the possible range of geometric variations for a defined set of residue contacts (27) . In this work, crystal structures show that an engineered heterodimer has the predicted pairs of contacting residues but with a surprising 180°rotation relative to the intended design.
Natural interfaces also exhibit different levels of geometric variation ( Fig. 3A ; also see SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). In the examples of PyrR and interleukin families the two pairs of structures have comparable angles of rotation of whole subunits (sRot values of 8.2°and 8.6°) as well as interface overlap (family mean values are 85% and 84%). However, in the case of the chemokine family, the interface residue conservation is much lower (approximately 40% versus approximately 80%), and common interface residue backbone atoms superimpose with an rmsd of 1.18 Å, compared to 0.31 Å in the PyrR family. Due to these differences in the interface sequence and structural conservation, dimeric interface rotation angles (dRot) for pairs of interleukine and PyrR structures are 10.7°and 1.9°, respectively. Therefore, the difference in intersubunit geometry between a pair of chemokines can be explained by the geometric difference of their dimeric interfaces. In contrast, in the case of the PyrR family, the change in relative subunit orientation between the centres of masses of two subunits in the dimeric unit must come from variations outside of the interface itself. The changes within the 3D structures of homologous PyrR subunits must also be subtle, because their backbones superimpose with an rmsd of 1.5 Å (with approximately 80% of residues superimposing with an rmsd of 0.5 Å).
Finally, our dataset comprises structures with two interfaces, meaning that a change in intersubunit geometry needs to be accompanied either by relative adjustment of the two interfaces or a change in the oligomeric state. The 8.2°intersubunit rotation in the PyrR family implies a change in oligomeric state, because the tetrameric interface helix does not adjust to the rotation but rather shifts uniformly (Figs. 3C and 4B ). This is in principle an allosteric mechanism, because a structural change outside the interface itself brings about a change in oligomeric state. In the interleukin family, the 8.6°intersubunit rotation is accompanied by a structural adjustment of the common tetrameric interface residues (Fig. 3C ) and the tetrameric state is conserved.
Geometric Comparisons Reveal Different Models of Oligomeric State
Evolution. We compared complex geometries of all homologous protein pairs (see SI Appendix, Table S3 ) using simple parameters we have developed (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1B ). The analysis was done on crystal structures, and we first wanted to address the limitations of this type of data. Crystal structures represent a snapshot of the native protein structure, which is in its nature dynamic, and may not represent its most stable or most populated state. However, for some proteins, multiple crystal structures are available-in different crystallographic (space group) and/or biological (ligands) contexts-and can be used to explore the dynamics of the biological structure (28, 29) . Thus, throughout this work, we calculate geometric variation between homologues and compare it to the variation between multiple crystal structures of the same protein wherever possible. This allows us to distinguish geometric variation that corresponds to functional allosteric changes or simply flexibility of a protein, from genuine variation in evolution across homologues (see SI Appendix).
Based on the obtained geometric and sequence parameters, we assigned to each family a model, which best describes the evolutionary pathway of its oligomeric state change-meaning either the geometric (III) or the direct model (IV) (Fig. 1) .
The whole subunit rotation (sRot) parameter describes the difference between geometry of homologues on a general and robust level. This parameter is also a good predictor of change in oligomeric state (see SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). Larger sRot values between pairs of homologues with changed oligomeric state, than between ones with conserved oligomeric state imply that different oligomeric states evolve with a concomitant change in geometry-as described by the geometric model III. On the other hand, we compared the conservation of the interface core residues of the dimeric interface with the conservation between tetrameric/hexameric interface core residues (in tetramer/hexamer) versus surface residues in the homologous dimer. Lower conservation of the tetrameric/hexameric interface core implies that a change in interface sequence is the driving force for change in oligomeric state-as described by the direct model IV. We assign the geometric model (III) to four families and the direct model (IV) to three families (see SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). It is interesting to note that in these families, the models are mutually exclusive. In the remaining four families, oligomeric state evolved through a combination of interface residue mutation and change in subunit geometry. The relative contributions of the two mechanisms in these families are difficult to quantify, because dimers are less evolutionarily constrained in their surface regions and lack the geometric coupling of interfaces seen in tetramers/hexamers. Better phylogenetic coverage of homologous structures might pinpoint specific pathways in these families, because there may have been sequential mutations conforming to a combination of the different pathways (pale arrows in Fig. 1 ).
Three Protein Families Illustrate the Wide Range in Geometric Conservation with Oligomeric State Change. Triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) family. TIM family members are obligate dimers, and our dataset contains one tetrameric orthologue from a thermophilic Thermotoga maritima (30) . No cooperativity is observed between the two catalytic subunits in the dimers, but dimerization is essential for enzymatic activity, because known inactivating mutations impair oligomerization (31) . Some results support the idea of the activity being facilitated by rotational flexibility around the dimeric interface, which transmits to the dynamics of a loop covering the active site (32) .
TIM homologues exhibit rotations around the dimeric interface, sRot, ranging from 1.4°to 8.2° (Fig. 4) and the magnitude of sRot is very similar across homologues with conserved or variable oligomeric states. There are comparable levels of geometric variability among different crystal forms of individual proteins (see SI Appendix, Table S4 ), where sRot ranges from 0.1°to 3.7°. On the other hand, the sequence conservation between the dimeric homologues and the tetrameric Thermotoga maritima TIM is greater at the dimeric interface than at the tetrameric interface/surface patch. Taken together, these two observationssmall geometric difference and low conservation of the variable (tetrameric) interface-point toward sequence changes in the tetrameric interface/surface patch as causal for the change in quaternary structure. Thus, we classify the thermophilic TIM as having evolved by the direct model IV, in which changes in the tetrameric interface lead to a change in oligomeric state.
PyrR family. PyrR protein is a mRNA-binding operon expression attenuator, homologous to the pyrimidine synthesis enzymes it regulates (33) . Our dataset includes two tetrameric and one dimeric orthologue.
Whole subunit rotations around the dimeric interface (sRot) are in the range of 2.1°to 8.4°, with a clear distinction between comparisons within tetramers, or between a tetramer and a dimer. To illustrate the impact of the intersubunit rotation on the tetramer formation, we show the structural superposition of the dimer and one of the tetramers. In the case of dimeric PyrR (PDB ID code 1A3C), an 8.2°rotation around the dimeric interface, when compared to the tetrameric PyrR (PDB ID code 1NON) pulls two helices, that would otherwise form the tetrameric interface, more than 5 Å apart (Figs. 3C and 4B) . When comparing sequences of the two interfaces, there is a surprising situation: The tetrameric interface/surface patch is more conserved in sequence than the dimeric interface, which is conserved in its structure and function. Thus, the PyrR family scenario conforms to the geometric model III, where the change in the oligomeric state is accompanied by a change in geometry.
In the case of the other tetrameric homolog (Mycobacterium tuberculosis PyrR, PDB ID code 1W30), a smaller 2.1°subunit rotation around the dimeric interface (sRot) is accompanied by a 6.8°rotation of the tetrameric interface (tRot). The small change in geometry between the two tetramers can be described by model II from Fig. 1 . This suggests that oligomeric state can be main- Fig. 3 . Comparisons of dimeric and tetrameric interfaces in two pairs of homologues with comparable angles of rotation of subunits (sRot). All structural superpositions are of B subunit interfaces after superposition of subunit A centers of mass (see Methods and Fig. 2 ). Residues are colored according to the contact conservation (common (green) or variable (red) interface contacts) and shaded according to the sequence conservation (conserved or nonconserved amino acids). (A) Structural superpositions of chain B dimeric interfaces after superposition of chain A dimeric interface residues. The structural superposition of dimeric interface residues illustrates the local differences in the structure (see Methods). In the chemokine family, the dimeric interface residue conservation is lower than in the PyrR family (approximately 40% versus approximately 80% and Δrmsd of 1.18 Å versus 0.31 Å). Residues are colored according to pairwise conservation in contacts and sequence. (B) Sequence alignments show all analyzed members of the two families with residues colored according to the family conservation in contacts and sequence. Dimeric interface residues are in green (common) and red (variable) and tetrameric interface residues are in blue. (C) Structural superpositions of chain B tetrameric interface residues. An 8°rotation in the PyrR family causes the entire helix to shift uniformly. Interleukine tetrameric interface adjusted to the evolutionary 8°rotation. Its common tetrameric interface residues (in orange and purple) superimpose better than the rest of the tetrameric interface. Tetrameric interface residues are colored in purple and yellow in different structures for clarity. tained up to a certain degree of rotation between subunits, but that rotations beyond this result in a change of oligomeric state.
Interleukin 8-like chemokine family. The interleukin 8-like chemokine superfamily covers a range of paralogues with functions in immunophysiology (34) . Chemokines are small proteins, which activate different G protein-coupled receptors and cause migration of cells. They all belong to the same superfamily (35) and some of them exhibit high sequence and structural similarity. Our dataset consists of three tetramers (of which two are orthologues-human and bovine PF4), and one dimer.
Whole subunit rotations around the dimeric interface (sRot) range from 1.6°to 8.6°and 21.9°to 31.6°for conserved and changed oligomeric state, respectively. Our control set consists of three different conformations of IP-10, a chemokine that exists as both dimer and tetramer and which has a different tetrameric interface than the other tetrameric chemokines. IP-10 has considerable flexibility around the dimeric interface (see SI Appendix, Table S4 ) with values of whole subunit rotations ranging from 7.2 to 11.2°.
Greater rotation compared to the PyrR family is not surprising, because the different functions of paralogues in the chemokine family also imply that functional constraints are put on different parts of the structure. The greater structural variability is evident in superimposed dimeric interfaces in Fig. 3 . There are relatively large geometric changes in the dimeric interface (dRot) across homologues, but the interface overlap remains substantial, as a consequence of common ancestry. Likewise, the sequence conservations of the dimeric and tetrameric interfaces in the interleukin family are comparable (Fig. 4) . The geometric changes are largest for family members with different oligomeric states, and thus geometric model III also best describes the quaternary structure changes for this family.
Conclusions
Based on our analysis of a high confidence set of quaternary structures from 11 protein families we reveal the importance of a geometric component in the evolution of oligomeric state, through coupling between the two interfaces of a protein complex. We illustrate how changes in intersubunit geometry change the relative positions of interfaces, which can consequently impact oligomerization (Figs. 3C and 4B) . The mutations, which bring about these geometric changes, can be outside the tetrameric interface itself and their effect is thus allosteric. We also show how the evolutionary dynamics of complex geometry is dependent on the particular structural and functional features of a protein family. Some families can accommodate large geometric changes, while in others much smaller values imply a change in oligomeric state. Sometimes this change in geometry can be brought about by changes in one of the interfaces-when sequence changes in the interface do not significantly change the interface stability but rather the orientation of subunits. In other cases, the changes in geometry are caused by changes outside of both of the interfaces-in these cases both interfaces superimpose well, but their relative positions change.
Overall, we can summarize the evolutionary pathways of oligomeric state by four models of interdependence between geometry and oligomeric state (Fig. 1) . While some families conserve their intersubunit geometry (models I and IV), others exhibit much more structural plasticity. This plasticity enables some 1NON, blue) , showing evolutionary change in subunit orientation and the relative positions of the two interfaces. Because the residues forming the BcPyrR tetrameric interface helix are completely conserved in sequence between the two species, the 5.3-Å increase in distance between subunits B and D cannot be a matter of local change in the interface but rather due to the difference in complex geometry. (C) Summary for all 11 families. Comparison of homologues reveals high interdependence of oligomeric state and complex geometry (geometric model III) in four protein families. In three families the evolutionary change in oligomeric state is predominantly driven by sequence changes in the interface (direct model IV). The remaining four families represent an evolutionary hybrid that encompasses elements of both the geometric and the direct model. families to accommodate large geometric changes and maintain the same oligomeric state (model II). In other families the plasticity presents a base for evolutionary geometric dynamics, which leads to the change in the oligomeric state (model III).
From our analysis, two main principles emerge. In one, the evolutionary change in oligomeric state is predominantly driven by sequence changes in the interface (direct model IV), and three out of 11 families conform to this principle. In the second major pathway, comparison of homologues reveals high interdependence of oligomeric state and complex geometry (geometric model III). Four out of 11 families follow this pathway. The remaining four families represent an evolutionary hybrid that encompasses elements of both the geometric model III and the direct model IV.
Sequence changes in interfaces have been widely and frequently used in engineering of protein interactions (36, 37) . The analysis here highlights the role of distant mutations that influence intersubunit geometry and thus have an allosteric effect on oligomeric state. These allosteric changes need not necessarily be caused by a large number of gradual mutations. There are many cases where ligand binding is known to allosterically affect protein interactions (e.g., G-protein coupled receptors) and allosteric effects of ligands (e.g., small molecule inhibitors) have been probed by mutations, which introduce structural transitions similar to those induced by the ligand (38) .
There is a wide range of mechanisms through which distant mutations can impact oligomerization via conformational changes, which can in turn influence interface coupling. Acknowledging and understanding them can directly aid the engineering of protein interactions, as well as contribute to insights into the diversity of evolutionary pathways that generate protein interactions.
Methods
When comparing the crystal structures within a family, four regions of the protein were defined:
i. the dimeric interface-the interface conserved in all of the homologues within the family, both dimers and tetramers/hexamers; ii. the tetrameric (or hexameric) interface-the interface which exists only in homologues with higher oligomeric state; iii. the region on the surface of the dimeric homolog that corresponds to the residues involved in the interface in homologues of higher oligomeric state (tetrameric or hexameric); iv. evolutionary conserved core of a protein subunit.
The subunit evolutionary core was defined using a sieve fit method developed by Lesk (39) . In this method, all atoms (or in this case all residue backbone atoms) that superimpose with an rmsd lower than some threshold (here an empirical value of 0.5 Å) are referred to as the subunit core and only those are used for the structural fit. A schematic illustration of all the structural fits is provided in Fig. 2 (also see SI Appendix). First A' to A superposition was done using only common dimeric residues, which correspond to green residues in Fig. 3 . The dimeric interface rotation angle and translation vector were defined by superimposing the same residues of the B subunits-these parameters illustrate the contribution of local differences within the conserved (dimeric) interface to the overall structure geometry.
After superimposing the centers of mass of subunit evolutionary cores (A and A'), two types of translations were done. First, we translated and rotated subunit B to fit its evolutionary core-these geometric parameters show the difference in relative orientations of subunits around the dimeric interface. Secondly, we translated and rotated tetrameric (or hexameric) interface residues of subunit A/A'-these parameters yield the differences in position of the interface residues relative to the subunit evolutionary core center of mass.
